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L Atomic .Eriergy Commissicn4
= Washington, :D. C. -

S (Attn:1: Dr.tBruner, Asst. Director , ,_,

'

SUBJECT: Leak of waste-at Cimmaron Facility
' Crescent, Oklahoma ,

'

~ Dear Dr.:Bruner::
.

We thank you for the manner iniwhich you responded to our
conversations on this subject.- Mr. Donahue of- yo r- Chicago officeu

was tactful,.compotent and' effec'tive. Please extend our- appreciation
. to your Messrs, Donahue, Ridgeway _and Finn who spent their evening-
of 3eptember 19 answering our questions -and trying to alley.our concerns.
Tney. are fine gentlomen, competent ongineers and loyal employees, but-
they could not allay our many concerns.

Categorically, they' c.onveyed ' to us a picture of a highly _
. sophisticated operation.at Crescent that was well conceived,; organized-
and . 'suporvised. We don (t doubt'the validity 1of that picture because
;such would bo inporative given ' the hazqrdous nature of the matorials,
the. AEC regulations and the corporate' liability for occupational
hazards. We were reassured to learn, of-course, that there had been

: no major violations of AEC regulations. -

)As to the relative significance of this leak, we' recognize that-

it is-not very high on a ranking scale; however,neither:can we dismiss
: the leak as being of no consequence or without implications for- thesel
categorical reasons:.

The long-term.conspquences of the cum"Jative offects of nany
l'.

many small leaks f spills when multiplied by vastly larger '

and moro numerous plants of various designs and objectives
operating over several decades.

2. The in-sight provided by examples of routine /commen leaks
and the Jextrapolation of the implications and attitudes
associated-with those to much larger nuclear facilities of
various types.

A probnble error in the assumption that allowable levels of-3 radiation repreconted by minor leaks aro harmless or do not
multiply in a food-chain process not yet well understood.

4. It is illuminating to the citizens of Oklahoma in gaining an
awareness of the developing nuclear fuol and power industry.
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'With. that. catogorical st'atomont as background we can comm'ent
on your representatives' suggestion that we probably foel that wei
have been "used" by the anonynous callers' inasmuch as .the leaks wero

: minor ' and woro not " reportable" under AEC critoria. No, we do~not

feel that we havehoen used but believe that the motivation of the .

callers was one of genuine concern and _not out of vindictiveness.
' We . bali eve _ that the public interest has, in fact,. been .we11' served. ,~

.

L We~ can understand that you were puzzled, slightly' embarassed and
somewhat irritated that the callers should choose a third party as

-

**
' ' a communication channel. It could be interproted that they did hot.

trust- you but hopefully your new regulation, which became effective-
on September 17, may improve their attitude. Further, you'should not-
be surprised that the callers or their contactsL dl d not come forward~

during your inspection.- After all, it must have had all the .

appearances of a.very special and important inspection. So much~so
it may have given an _ominious impression that AEC or management were
looking for someone. You also have to try to . understand that since

~

you must spend so much time with' the managemont of thoso 'whom you
regulate and thereforo got to know thom botter, . labor and the citizens,
whoso interests you are charged to protect, tend to think that you
relate nore and better to management. I suggest that~there is a' good-
do truth in this and that it will particularly remain so as long

,

iust also perform the nuclear promotional / advocacy /R&D role.at

Let us now considor some of the specifics in this minor leak at
the Cimmaron Facility:

Was the wasto plutonium nitrato low in radioactivity? Sincoa.-,

the level reportedly exceeded -the full-scale cabability of.

the counter (over 100,00 d.p.m's) used by the employndoes
imply that employee's don'.t normally encounter levels'this
high? Do we knou whethor the radiation was closest to 100,000
or to 1,000,000 d.p.m.'s? What volume escapod?

b. Given, that a radioactive and corrosive liquid (plutonium-
nitrato) is involved,)the solidification proceduro appearsinadequate in that (1 an effectivo method was not being-

emuloyed to verify that solidification was initially achieved
Svor was subsecuently verified' as being maintainod ' and
(2) There had- boon previous . failures of the " Tiger Lock"
conpound which should have suggestod the nood for earlier
corrective action and additional protective procodures.

It was raported by your representatives that a precautionaryc.
technique of placing the disposal drum in a plastic jacket
also failed inasmuch as it obviously did not contain the
liquid waste.

' d. It would seem that the integrity and corrosion resistance of
the storage drum uns inadequato.

A stainloss stoel pan-typo bottom in the trailer is reportodlyo.
being used following this incident.

'
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* f.t Given, that' the_' Cimmaron facility is .(1) located on -somewhatl
~

'of a. hill adjacent to and' overlooking'Cimmaron. River
(oncSouth Bank);._(2):in a region well known for tornadoes, -

..

- '$' J '

. turbulent .stoms', : frequent moderately. high winds and; almost2 . always a slight breeze,s generally. prevailing from ithe South;.
'

"' -
'

~"7' . (3) -in a region known for, its cloud-burstsE and wet | periods-' ,

- alternating with periods Lof hot,f seering, dry winda; andt*

i (4) is tin nan : area known 7or' soil .washtand' errosion from these<'

weather extremes. <,

**

Consecuently 'it seems patently obvious; that there isla .* ,i c .

'

- potential' for a publich health problem when flimsy ~ trailers .,
*

contain drums of questionable integrity. . Predominant:,

'
*

southerly Lwinds may deposit minuLa particles of waste :from --

) i' leeks, spilla (and tho' " normal" effluent as- well and depos t -#

some upon the river tsd.and its' sand bars. Regardless of..

,

over a long period, Io: .It' appears to be poor public' policy,the impact statement. -t
,

locate any such facility adjacent to
" - - - a river.

.

The hazard of drums developing a leak while enroute to the-g.
disposal ~ site or the hazard of having the contents of the;
drums spilled in a' highway accident.

<.

'In' tho' design, construction and operation of ships, submarines,
cornercial- aircraft and space' vehicles it is common knowledge that-

they.have never been continuously. perfect in the accuracy .of design,
integrity of construction and judgement in operation. . Consequently^
it is. also, common knowledge that' innocent people have died as a result;.'

c ' howevorf usually no more than a hundred or so'were involved per
accident,.All know som'e risk was. involved - considered acceptable3 and insurance underwr!.ters did not find the risks too groat. Now try

.

'to fit this parallel to the nuclear power = sge. An accident may involve-
n thoussnds or. millions of people, thoy think no risk is involved and

the insurance experts will accept only311mited part of the risk.h

.- Where will we find and how do we' train all of the super orror-free . ,

human beings we will' need for a continuously flawless design, constructios
.

Likewise for the fuel
,

' and, cperation of the super nuclear power' plants.,

C processing, transporting, reprocessing, storage, disposal and security.

systems. If we say that the risks must be accepted then we are
acknowledging that people may die and if we are saying that we are

.pinying GOD which we don't have the right to do. People have the right :

.,

' 'to know the risks.
_ t

.

We look forward to when you can take affirmative action to come
to : the people of Oklahoma like you have a new mouth wash to sell and,

;say "Look good people, it is our job to tell you that a new nuclear
operation is proposed for your cotcmunity and we think that you shouldy

well as benefits." Isn't thisbe aware that it has some' risks as
m

' 'simi%ar in principle to what the Surgeon General says about the
,,

possible health hazard of cigarettes't*
.
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